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Background: The use of transcranial Direct Current Stimulation (tDCS) to study anatomical and physiological dynamics and circuits supporting cognition and executive functions in particular has dramatically
increased in recent years. However, its mechanisms of action remain only partially understood.
Objective: In this study we assess the cognitive and physiological effects of anodal tDCS to the DLPFC on
executive function in order to understand (1) the role of DLPFC laterality, (2) the physiological dynamics
sustaining the modulation of executive function by tDCS, and (3) the impact of state-dependent
dynamics.
Methods: In a randomized, placebo-controlled, cross-over study, we applied anodal tDCS targeting the
left vs. right DLPFC vs. sham in 20 healthy individuals (10 males, 10 females). Immediately before and
after tDCS, subjects performed the Flanker Task while we measured behavioral (reaction time and accuracy) and neurophysiological (ERP) responses. Speciﬁcally, the amplitude of N200, P300, ERN and Pe is
compared before and after stimulation.
Results: Anodal tDCS to the left DLPFC lead to a signiﬁcant improvement in reaction time, an increase in
P300 amplitude and a decrease in N200 amplitude in a state-dependent manner: baseline ERP amplitudes conditioned the effects of tDCS.
Conclusion: Given the role of these ERPs in conﬂict-related tasks, we speculate that tDCS is modulating
the subconstructs of selective attention, conﬂict monitoring and response inhibition. These ﬁndings
contribute to a further understanding of the role of left DLPFC in the modulation of executive function,
and shed light into the mechanisms of action and the state dependent nature of tDCS.
© 2019 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
Executive function is the subset of high-order cognitive capacities that sustains adaptive goal-directed behavior and thought.
These functions are essential for successful adaptation to all environments, including professional and social [1]. Neural circuits
underlying executive function include cortical, subcortical and
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cerebellar nodes, with the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and its different
functional subdivisions as a central processing hub [2,3].
The Eriksen Flanker Task (EFT) [4] (Fig. 1) is a well-established
experimental paradigm to assess three executive subconstructs:
sustained attention, conﬂict monitoring and response inhibition
(Fig. 1). The circuits involved in the EFT include the dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and the anterior cingulate cortex as critical
hubs related to sustained attention, conﬂict monitoring and response
inhibition [5]. Human electrophysiological studies assessing event
related potentials (ERPs) with electroencephalography (EEG) have
established relevant signatures of executive function during the EFT.
Speciﬁcally, the N200, P300 and ERN/Pe (Error Related Negativity/
Positivity) have been identiﬁed as the main ERPs characterizing the
inhibitory and attentional functions in conﬂict tasks [6e9].
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Fig. 1. Experimental task design scheme. In the Flanker task, subjects must attend and respond to the direction of a central arrow that is surrounded (“ﬂanked”) by distracting
stimuli. Trials are classiﬁed as congruent, in which the central arrow points to the same direction as the ﬂanker arrows, and incongruent trials, in which the central arrow points to
the opposite direction of the ﬂanker arrows. Subjects are instructed to press the left or right arrow buttons depending on the direction to which the central arrow is pointing at,
ignoring the ﬂanker arrows. In this study, the task consisted of 140 trials in two blocks of 70, with 2 congruent trials for each incongruent trial, in order to build a tendency towards
congruent responses and thus increase the difﬁculty of conﬂict detection in incongruent trials. The experiment was coded and performed using E-Prime software (version
2.0.10.356-SP2). The onset of each target stimulus at the EEG data was synchronized by sending a TTL pulse from E-Prime to the EEG system with a time resolution of 2 ms. The
ﬂanker arrows were presented alone for 100 ms and then joined by the target arrow for 50 ms. Stimulus presentation was followed by a black screen for 1400 ms. If the participant
did not respond by the response deadline (600 ms), a screen reading ‘TOO SLOW!’ was presented for 300 ms. If a response was made before the deadline, the black screen remained
on screen for the 300 ms interval. Each trial ended with presentation of an additional black screen for a randomly chosen duration (200, 300 or 400 ms). Thus, trial duration varied
between 2050 and 2250 ms. Participants were instructed to react as accurately and as fast as possible. Each subject had a different, fully random sequence of congruent and
incongruent trials. The task had a total duration of 10 min, with a 1-min training before the task started.

Important anatomical, physiological and cognitive questions
about executive function remain. Anatomically, we still lack a clear
understanding of the role of DLPFC laterality in executive function.
Physiologically, the speciﬁc dynamics that sustain adaptive processing and that are disrupted in dysexecutive individuals also
remain poorly understood. The mechanisms by which neuromodulation affects circuits, including state-dependent properties,
are even greater unknowns. These are important questions for basic
cognitive neuroscience, and represent critical knowledge gaps for
the rational development of clinical neuroscience tools such as
biomarkers or novel therapeutics. The pathological disruption of
executive functions is broadly known as dysexecutive syndrome
[10]. Its relevance crosses the boundaries of neurology and psychiatry, as it is a signiﬁcant cause of morbidity and mortality in
conditions as diverse as major depressive disorder, post-traumatic
stress disorder, schizophrenia, attention deﬁcit and hyperactivity
disorder, traumatic brain injury, epilepsy, and neurodegenerative
dementias and movement disorders.
Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation (tDCS) is emerging as a
promising tool in human neuroscience research and for the treatment of neuropsychiatric disorders, in particular dysexecutive
syndromes [11,12]. Most previous studies evaluating the effects of
tDCS in the EFT used only behavioral outcomes [13e15]. To our
knowledge, the current study is the ﬁrst one that combines
behavioral and electrophysiological data (ERPs) to assess the lateralized effects of anodal tDCS to the DLPFC during the EFT.
In this study we aimed to assess the cognitive and physiological
effects of anodal tDCS to the DLPFC on executive function to better
understand (1) lateralization of executive functions in DLPFC, (2)
the physiological signatures associated with adaptive tDCS modulation of cognition and (3) the state-dependent dynamics inherent
to these circuits, by which baseline neurophysiology may condition
the modulatory capacity of tDCS. In a cross-over, randomized,
double-blind, placebo-controlled design, we tested 20 healthy individuals during 3 experimental visits, and compared the effect of
anodal tDCS targeting the left DLPFC vs. right DLPFC vs. sham
(Fig. 2). Immediately before and after tDCS, subjects performed the
EFT task while we measured behavioral (reaction time and accuracy) and neurophysiological (ERPs) responses.

Materials and Methods
Participants
The study was approved by the local ethics committee of the
Massachusetts General Hospital. Twenty healthy subjects (10 males
and 10 females) participated in the present study, each engaging in 3
separate visits for a total of 60 experimental sessions. The age range
was 18e53 years old (mean ¼ 32.6 and SD ¼ 15.6). Two subjects
were excluded from the analysis because of extreme movement artifacts or due to behavioral or ERP outliers. The outlier criteria for
behavioral measures consisted on discarding subjects who had more
than 3 SD between the mean of each session at baseline (before
stimulation) or more than 3 SD between the mean before and after
stimulation at the Sham condition. Thus, the ﬁnal study sample
consists of 18 healthy adults: 9 males and 9 females.
Experimental design
Each subject performed 3 experimental sessions corresponding
to Sham, anodal tDCS stimulation targeting the left DLPFC (Left
stimulation) and anodal tDCS stimulation targeting the right DLPFC
(Right stimulation). Sessions were spaced by at least three day to
avoid after-effects of tDCS. The order of stimulation administration
(Sham, Left or Right) was randomized across subjects to avoid any
confounding effects due to task proﬁciency. Before and after each
tDCS session, each subject performed the Eriksen Flanker task
(Fig. 1). The accuracy of correct/incorrect responses and the RT for
each stimulus were measured while also recording EEG data during
the task for the extraction of attentional and inhibition-related
ERPs (N200, P300, ERN and Pe).
tDCS stimulation
For each session, 2 mA of anodal stimulation was applied for
30 min targeting the Right or Left DLPFC with Ag/AgCl electrodes
(contact area 3.14 cm2) using the hybrid tDCS-EEG Starstim® system (Neuroelectrics, USA). The duration of the ramp up and down
at the beginning and the end of the stimulation was set to 15 s. The
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Fig. 2. Electrical ﬁeld model. Modeling of the normal component of the electrical ﬁeld (V/m) created by the montage targeting the left DLPFC (Anodal F3, Cathodal Fp2) and right
DLPFC (Anodal F4, Cathodal Fp1). The modeling is based on a ﬁnite element model described in Ref. [34].

impedance was controlled by the device, normally ranging below
10 U. During the stimulation period the subject was instructed to sit
and relax with eyes open. The anodal electrode was placed on the
scalp at the F4 (for Right DLPFC stimulation) or F3 (for Left DLPFC
stimulation) positions, according to the international 10e20 EEG
system. The cathode was placed in the contralateral supraorbital
region (Fp1 or Fp2). For the sham condition, the electrodes were
placed at the same positions but the current was applied only for
the 15-s ramp up phase at the beginning and the end of a 30-min
sham-stimulation period, to simulate the potential experience of
local tingling sensation that real stimulation produces but without
sustained effect on cortical activity.
EEG recording/processing
EEG was recorded from seven positions (Fp1, Fp2, F3, Fz, F4, P3
and P4, according to the international 10-10 EEG positioning system) with the same 3.14 cm2 electrodes made of Ag/AgCl used for
stimulation, at a sampling frequency of 500 samples/second. EEG
data was referenced to the right mastoid. Independent component
analysis (ICA) was utilized to remove activity associated with
blinks, eye movements, and other artifacts. Data was ﬁltered to a
frequency band of 1e20Hz to remove non-neural physiological
activity (skin/sweat potentials) and noise from electrical outlets.
Trials were epoched within a time frame of 200 ms before and
800 ms after the stimulus onset. Epochs were detrended and
normalized by dividing them by the standard deviation of each
epoch. The mean of the pre-stimulus 200 ms-baseline was then
subtracted from the entire ERP waveform for each epoch to eliminate any voltage offset. After rejecting trials that had at least a
sample above±150mV, the remaining trials were averaged for each
time point and stimulation condition.
Statistical analysis
RT of single trials was introduced into a Generalized Linear
Model with Mixed Effects (GLMM) with a Gamma distribution,
modeled using the glmer function of the lme4 package in R software. We have previously shown that the gamma distribution is
particularly well-suited to modeling reaction times during conﬂict
tasks [16]. Two random effects were included in the model; a
random slope for each step of TrialNumber (ranging from 1 to 280
within a session), which accounted for practice effects within each
session, and a random intercept for each Subject ID to account for

baseline differences between subjects. Trial Type (incongruent vs
congruent), TimePoint (PRE-POST stimulation), StimType (Left
DLPFC, Right DLPFC, Sham), and the interactions between them
were included as ﬁxed effects. Only trials with correct responses
were included in the RT analysis.
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) was used to assess the
complexity added by each factor to the GLMM models. By
convention, a factor was included in the model if it did not increase
the model's AIC by more than 5 points and it had a signiﬁcant effect
[17]. For three-way interactions (TimePoint*StimType*TrialType),
multiple pairwise post-hoc tests were conducted for each level of
TrialType, with correction for multiple comparisons using the ‘mvt’
method from the lsmeans package in R. Coefﬁcients were considered signiﬁcant when p < 0.05 (conﬁdence interval of 95%).
Accuracy (percentage of correct responses) was also modeled
using a generalized logistic regression model with mixed effects
and a binomial distribution. RT and the interaction between StimType, TimePoint and TrialType were included as ﬁxed factors, while
the Subject ID was included as a random effect. In this case, Trial
Number was not included as a random factor as it did not meet the
AIC criterion.
Only incongruent trials with correct responses were included
in the N200 and P300 analysis, and only trials with incorrect
responses were included in the ERN/Pe analysis. After visual
inspection of the grand average waveforms, mean ERP amplitude of each single trial was calculated in a speciﬁc timewindow centered in the peak latency of the grand average
waveforms (see Fig. 4 for speciﬁc time windows for each ERP).
Mean amplitudes were then introduced into a linear model with
mixed effects and a normal distribution (normality of the data
was conﬁrmed with a Shapiro-Wilk's test). The interaction between StimType and TimePoint was included as a ﬁxed factor,
and the Subject ID as random factor. Trial Number was not
included as it did not meet the AIC criterion. Given that the
highest amplitude changes were observed in the frontal positions, the ERP analysis was focused on the average of F3, Fz and
F4 positions.
The trial-by-trial correlation of N200 and P300 amplitude with
RT was also calculated with a linear model with mixed effects, with
the Subject ID as a random factor.
State dependencies were also calculated for the metrics that
showed signiﬁcant changes after tDCS (RT, P300 and N200 amplitude). The mean of these metrics was computed separately for real
tDCS (Left and Right) and Sham. Beta coefﬁcients were calculated
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Fig. 3. Behavioral results. a) Mean reaction time and b) accuracy as percentage of correct responses for incongruent trials, including post-hoc tests with ‘mvt’ correction. Error bars
indicate conﬁdence intervals. Signiﬁcance indicates (*) ¼ p < 0.05, (**) ¼ p < 0.01, (***) ¼ p < 0.001. Numbers in parentheses indicate n values. See Fig. S1 for statistical results for
congruent trials, and Tables S1 and S2 for the full GLMM parameters for reaction time and accuracy.

Fig. 4. ERP results. a) Grand average ERPs time-locked to incongruent stimuli before and after Left, Right and Sham. Waveforms correspond to the average of F3, Fz and F4 positions.
b) Scalp topographies of POST-PRE difference of P300 (top) and N200 (bottom) for Left, Right and Sham stimulation (mV). Averaging time window for P300 ¼ [350, 470] ms and
N200 ¼ [240, 360] ms. c) Grand average ERPs time-locked to incorrect responses before and after Left, Right and Sham. Waveforms correspond to the average of F3, Fz and F4
positions. d) Scalp topographies of POST-PRE difference of ERN (top) and Pe (bottom) for Left, Right and Sham stimulation (mV). Averaging time window for ERN ¼ [0, 120] ms and
Pe ¼ [100, 300] ms. See Fig. S2 for ERP waveforms for congruent trials, Figs. S3 and S4 for ERP waveforms at each individual electrode, and Table S3 for the full LMM parameters for
ERPs.

with a linear model with mixed effects, with the absolute difference
from PRE to POST stimulation as the dependent variable, the mean
of the same (or another) variable at baseline as ﬁxed factor, and the
Subject ID as random factor. P values were corrected for multiple
comparisons using the False Discovery Rate (FDR) method. State
dependencies were considered signiﬁcant when p < 0.05.

Results
Reaction time
The interaction between StimType (Left DLPFC/Right DLPFC/
Sham), TimePoint (PRE/POST stimulation) and TrialType
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(Incongruent/Congruent) showed a signiﬁcant effect for Left-sided
stimulation compared to Sham (b ¼ 10.82 ms, CI ¼ [7.06, 14.58],
p ¼ 0.001), suggesting that the effect of Left-sided stimulation is
signiﬁcantly different for congruent versus incongruent trials. After
post-hoc tests and corrections (Tables S1 and S2), Left stimulation
compared to Sham (b ¼ 8.37 ms, CI ¼ [-13.21, 3.52], p ¼ 0.0001)
and compared to Right stimulation (b ¼ 9.00 ms, CI ¼ [3.02, 14.99],
p ¼ 0.0006) led to a signiﬁcant decrease in reaction time for
incongruent trials only (Fig. 3a). For congruent trials there were no
signiﬁcant changes for any of the stimulation conditions (Fig. S1).
Accuracy
Similarly, the interaction between StimType, TimePoint and
TrialType showed a signiﬁcant effect for Left stimulation (b ¼ 0.34,
CI ¼ [0.16, 0.72], p ¼ 0.005), suggesting its effect is signiﬁcantly
different for congruent versus incongruent trials. However, after
post-hoc tests and corrections, none of the stimulation conditions
met the pre-speciﬁed threshold for signiﬁcant change (Figs. 3b and
S1b).
Event related potentials: mechanisms of tDCS modulation
As previously described [18], the ﬁrst three peaks that appeared
in both incongruent (Fig. 4a) and congruent trials (Fig. S2) correspond to P100 (around 100 ms), N100 (around 180 ms) and P200
(around 250e280 ms). P100 and N100 correspond to visual evoked
potentials, while P200 reﬂects the spontaneous orienting of
attention allocation associated with the onset of the ﬂanker stimuli.
These are not directly related to conﬂict processing and therefore
they were not included in the analysis.
As expected, incongruent trials presented an additional N200
around 280 ms after the target onset and a P300 around 400 ms, as
shown in Fig. 4a. Fig. 4b shows the topographic maps of the POSTPRE difference of N200 and P300 amplitude (see ERPs of each individual electrode in Fig. S3). Note that the largest amplitude
changes for N200 and P300 occurred mostly around the area of the
anodal stimulation electrode that matched the laterality of the
stimulation (F3 and F4).
Similar to behavioral results, the interaction between StimType
and TimePoint reveals a signiﬁcant N200 amplitude decrease after
Left-sided stimulation compared to Sham (b ¼ 1.53mV, CI ¼ [0.03,
3.02], p ¼ 0.046). Right-sided stimulation also decreased N200
amplitude, but its effect was not signiﬁcantly different from Sham
(b ¼ 1.03mV, CI ¼ [-0.52, 2.57], p ¼ 0.193).
P300 appeared in incongruent trials with a latency of about
400 ms after the onset of the target stimuli. The interaction between StimType and TimePoint led to a signiﬁcant P300 amplitude
increase also for Left-sided stimulation compared to Sham
(b ¼ 2.57mV, CI ¼ [1.00, 4.15], p ¼ 0.001). Right-sided stimulation
increased P300 as well, but its effect was not signiﬁcant compared
to Sham (b ¼ 1.51mV, CI ¼ [-0.11, 3.13], p ¼ 0.067).
ERN appeared with a latency of 50 ms after the incorrect
response and Pe with a latency of 200 ms after the incorrect responses (Fig. 4c and d). ERN and Pe did not experience any significant changes for any of the stimulation conditions (see Fig. S4 and
Table S3 for individual electrodes and LMM parameters).
Event related potentials: cross-sectional correlation with reaction
time
The amplitude of N200 and P300 were each found to be
signiﬁcantly correlated with reaction time for incongruent trials,
i.e., the greater the P300 amplitude, the faster the reaction time
(b ¼ 0.27 ms/mV, CI ¼ [-0.43, 0.09], p ¼ 0.002) and the smaller
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the N200, the faster the reaction time (b ¼ 0.19 ms/mV, CI ¼ [0.37, 0.01], p ¼ 0.036). Reaction time was also a signiﬁcant predictor of the P300 (b ¼ 0.009 mV/ms, CI ¼ [-0.01, 0.003],
p ¼ 0.003) and the N200 (b ¼ 0.006 mV/ms, CI ¼ [-0.01, 0.0001],
p ¼ 0.044),.
State dependencies
Table 1 shows the effect of baseline (PRE-tDCS) variables on the
change of the same (or other) variables after stimulation (see Materials and Methods for further details). Fig. S5 shows the scatter
plots of the signiﬁcant predictors.
P300 amplitude (b ¼ 0.62, CI ¼ [-1.08, 0.16], p ¼ 0.0297) and
N200 amplitude (b ¼ 0.42, CI ¼ [-0.75, 0.11], p ¼ 0.0297) before
stimulation are signiﬁcant predictors of the change in their own
amplitudes after stimulation, i.e., the modulatory effect of tDCS
depends on the electrophysiological state before the intervention.
Speciﬁcally, the larger the P300 peak at baseline, the smaller the
P300 increase after tDCS. Similarly, the smaller the N200 peak at
baseline, the smaller the N200 decrease after tDCS. The baseline
N200 also predicted the change in P300 (b ¼ 0.55, CI ¼ [0.94, 0.12], p ¼ 0.0297), i.e., the greater the amplitude of the N200
at baseline, the greater the increase in P300, but baseline P300 did
not predict the change in N200.
Importantly, baseline physiological states not only predict tDCS
changes in physiology, but also predict changes in behavior. Baseline P300 amplitude is a signiﬁcant predictor of the change in its
amplitude as well as a predictor of the change in reaction time after
tDCS (b ¼ 2.13 ms/mV, CI ¼ [0.39, 3.92], p ¼ 0.0407). However, reaction time is not a signiﬁcant predictor of the change in behavioral
or electrophysiological outcomes, suggesting that physiological
baseline is a better reﬂection of brain state than is behavioral
baseline. As expected, Sham did not show any signiﬁcant state
dependencies, discarding any potential effects due to regression to
the mean [19].
Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst study to assess the
lateralized effects of anodal tDCS to the left and right DLPFC with
cognitive (task) and physiological (EEG) measures of executive
function, and the additional aim of quantifying state-dependent
dynamics.
Cognitive effects: anodal tDCS to the DLPFC improves behavioral
outcomes in the EFT with a predilection for left-sided modulation
Our results conﬁrm that anodal tDCS targeting the DLPFC can
improve cognitive performance in the EFT. Speciﬁcally, we found
that anodal tDCS targeting the left DLPFC results in a signiﬁcant
reduction in RT in incongruent trials, compared to a non-signiﬁcant
change after sham or anodal tDCS targeting the right DLPFC.
Although there were no statistically signiﬁcant changes in accuracy, it is still worth noting that there is no tradeoff between the
effects of tDCS on RT and accuracy, i.e., RT is improved after leftsided stimulation, but not at the expense of worsening accuracy.
Similar effects have recently been observed from deep brain stimulation [20], with EEG changes lateralized to left DLPFC, suggesting
multiple ways of tapping into these cortico-striatal circuits of executive function.
Our ﬁndings suggests a left lateralization of the DLPFC functions
needed to complete the EFT, particularly for the more difﬁcult
incongruent trials. These results are in line with the work by
Ref. [14], which also showed a speed up in RTs for anodal tDCS
targeting the left DLPFC relative to sham in the EFT (without
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Table 1
State dependencies. Estimates, conﬁdence intervals and FDR-corrected p values for each comparison. P values in bold indicate signiﬁcant state dependencies (p<0.05).
Predictor variable at
baseline

Change in dependent
variable
after tDCS

Real tDCS
Estimate

Conﬁdence
interval

FDR corrected
p values

Estimate

RTPRE

DRTPOST-PRE

0.17 ms/
mV
2.13 ms/
mV
1.19 ms/
mV
0.01
0.62
0.55
0.01
0.30
0.42

[-0.05, 0.38]

0.1933

[0.39, 3.92]

0.0407*

0.002 ms/ [-0.30, 0.30]
mV
0.33 ms/mV [-3.50, 2.83]

0.9408

[-0.52, 2.92]

0.2152

5.12 ms/mV [-5.12, 0.76]

0.6630

[-0.06,
[-1.08,
[-0.94,
[-0.05,
[-0.63,
[-0.75,

0.5874
0.0297*
0.0297*
0.6053
0.1220
0.0297*

0.03
0.36
0.06
0.01
0.18
0.08

0.6630
0.6630
0.9408
0.8222
0.8222
0.9408

PRE

DRTPOST-PRE

N200PRE

DRTPOST-PRE

RTPRE
P300 PRE
N200PRE
RTPRE
P300 PRE
N200PRE

DP300POST-PRE
DP300POST-PRE
DP300POST-PRE
DN200POST-PRE
DN200POST-PRE
DN200POST-PRE

P300

Sham

0.02]
0.16]
0.12]
0.03]
0.02]
0.11]

explicitly addressing the role of laterality or the impact on neurophysiology). That said, RT and accuracy are compound scores that
reﬂect the efﬁciency of distinct serial and parallel computations (i.e.
cognitive operations) needed to complete the task. While behavioral outcomes alone may not easily dissect the impact of tDCS on
speciﬁc operations, physiological measures could provide greater
insights.
Physiological effects: the improvement in executive function is
correlated with a decrease in N200 and increase in P300 amplitudes
The improved RT of incongruent trials is associated with a
decrease in N200 and increase in P300 amplitudes, also selectively
for Left anodal tDCS. The N200 and P300 are exclusive signatures of
incongruent trials, hence establishing a parallelism between the
behavioral and physiological effects: anodal tDCS to the left (but not
right) DLPFC modulates incongruent trials’ behavioral outcomes
and its direct physiological underpinnings.
According to the conﬂict monitoring model, larger N200 amplitudes in the EFT indicate that individuals are attending more to taskirrelevant (ﬂanker) information than task-relevant (target stimulus)
information [6]. From a signal detection theory perspective, the
N200 amplitude is a measure of noise (external variables) and effort
(internal variables), so reducing it means better signal-to-noise ratio
and more efortless and efﬁcient use of cognitive resources available
for signal detection (due to easier psychometric properties or more
proﬁcient processing strategies). Perceptual and attentional deﬁcits
have been found to produce substantially greater N200 amplitudes
[21]. Given that the psychometric properties of the task did not
change, we interpret the decrease in N200 amplitude after left-sided
stimulation as a decrease of the disruption caused by the ﬂankers
due to improved selective attention, which reduced the effort
required to complete the task.
Unlike N200, P300 is not a measure of attentional effort. Instead,
larger P300 amplitudes have been proven to be related to better
ability of conﬂict post-processing and subsequent behavioral inhibition of the incorrect prepotent responses [22e24]. A number of
previous studies have found reduced P300 amplitudes in populations with attention and inhibition deﬁcits compared to healthy
controls [24e26]. According to literature, we interpret the increase
in P300 amplitude after left-sided stimulation as an improvement
in post-conﬂict resolution, leading to improved response inhibition.
This could be a separate yet synergistic mechanism by which tDCS
was able to improve behavioral outcomes: in addition to improving
selective attention, i.e., effective suppression of conﬂicting, noisy
information (captured in the N200), it also improved the ability to
inhibit the prepotent response (hence the change in the P300 as

Conﬁdence
interval

[-0.09,
[-0.98,
[-0.73,
[-0.05,
[-0.61,
[-0.54,

0.02]
0.25]
0.60]
0.02]
0.25]
0.36]

FDR corrected
p values
0.9880

well). Improvement in the two related but different (possibly
sequential) cognitive computations would translate into faster accurate responses.
The N200 and P300 results are in line with previous studies
assessing tDCS effects on these ERPs in other tasks. [27] found a
signiﬁcant increase in P300 amplitude in the n-back task after
anodal tDCS at the left DLPFC in healthy subjects, which was also
correlated with a decrease in RT. Another study found decreased
N200 amplitudes after anodal tDCS at the left DLPFC in a visual
working memory task with patients with affective disorders [28].
Similarly, [29] also showed a decrease in N200 and an increase in
P300 amplitudes in a Go/Nogo task after anodal tDCS at the right
DLPFC in patients with food craving.
Physiological biomarkers: cross-sectional trial-by-trial correlation
of ERP amplitude and RT
Different models have associated N200 and P300 with speciﬁc
cognitive operations [6,23]. One may hypothesize from these
models that these ERPs may be correlated with processing efﬁciency, and hence have value as a potential biomarker for cognitive
performance. To empirically test this hypothesis, and to support the
interpretation of the observed tDCS effects, we used our own
dataset to assess if the amplitude of the N200 and P300 on a trial by
trial basis was indeed associated cross-sectionally with behavioral
performance in the EFT. Indeed, the signiﬁcant correlation of N200
and P300 with RT for incongruent trials conﬁrms the hypothesis
that the amplitude of these ERPs is an indicator processing efﬁciency, thus highlighting its value as a potential biomarker for
cognitive performance.
State-dependency: baseline physiological signatures predict the
tDCS modulation of physiology and behavior
Our results indicate that the effect of tDCS depends on the
baseline electrophysiological state before the intervention. Specifically, these ﬁndings imply that tDCS leads to greater modulation of
physiology and behavior in subjects with baseline physiological
signatures indicative of less adaptive processing, as they allow
greater range of modulation (e.g. low baseline P300 amplitude allows greater increase in its amplitude by tDCS). This is in line with
similar studies that found that TMS leads to greater facilitation of
less active neural populations [30].
These effects can be explained by the principle of state-dependency, a phenomenon whereby the response of a system to an
external stimulus is affected not only by the properties of that
stimulus (e.g. tDCS parameters) but also by the internal state of the
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system. Since we are trying to modulate a moving target (circuit
neurophysiological processes) with highly inter- and intra-subject
dynamic properties, the baseline state is likely to be signiﬁcantly
different across subjects and sessions, highlighting the importance
of comparing before-versus after-stimulation outcomes as opposed
to only assessing during or after-stimulation. Furthermore, this
highlights the need to take into account activity during stimulation,
which has been shown to have a systematic inﬂuence on neuromodulation outcomes [31].
The state-dependent characteristics of tDCS have important
implications for treatment development: clinical trials, and
neuroscience studies alike, would beneﬁt from controlling patients'
baseline state in order to minimize response variability. Furthermore, state-dependency could be used to maximize the effects of
tDCS by manipulating the subject's initial state before or during the
intervention in order to achieve optimal outcomes. State dependencies are not limited to tDCS but are also common to other
neuromodulation techniques [32], as well as pharmacological and
behavioral interventions [33] that try to impact a highly dynamic
target such as brain physiology.
Limitations
One of the limitations is the small sample size, accompanied by
the fact that overall performance levels were too accurate, leaving
few incorrect responses to detect signiﬁcant changes in ERN/Pe
amplitudes after tDCS with appropriate power. This study was
designed administering tDCS at rest, but combining tDCS with an
online task (the EFT or another) may lead to different, possibly
stronger and more speciﬁc, modulatory effects and cognitive results. These results have been validated with the Flanker task in a
healthy population, and are limited to short-term effects for one
session of 30 min of stimulation, but they should be replicated with
larger healthy and clinical populations, and possibly with other
tasks and repeated stimulation sessions.
Conclusions and signiﬁcance
We found that anodal tDCS targeting the left DLPFC (but not
right DLPFC or sham) modulates executive function during the EFT,
as shown by a reduction in reaction time for incongruent trials and
a non-signiﬁcant improvement in accuracy. The same anatomical
speciﬁcity (i.e. anodal Left DLPFC) is observed for the modulation of
physiological signatures of incongruent trials: reduction of N200
and increase of P300 amplitudes. We interpret these results as an
optimization of both signal processing (i.e. selective attention) and
response inhibition (i.e. cognitive control) by tDCS in the context of
conﬂicting stimuli and cognitive demands (i.e. incongruent trials).
Indeed, we conﬁrmed that the amplitudes of the P300 and the
N200 were correlated with RT on a trial-by-trial basis, empirically
supporting our mechanistic interpretation and suggesting value in
these ERPs as biomarkers of executive function efﬁcacy. Last, we
describe that the effect size of the tDCS-induced changes in
neurophysiology and behavior is dependent on the physiological
state before the intervention, shedding light on state-dependent
dynamics of tDCS modulation of executive function.
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